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No one likes baths. What a waste of time! There’s so much more important stuff to do! Plus, baths are super dangerous for a number of reasons. You want me to list a few?
Most household accidents happen in the bathroom. Scientific fact! A kid in Texas turned into a prune after taking a bath. Scientific fact! If you need more evidence, allow me to
point you to an excellent book called 101 Reasons Why I'm Not Taking a Bath. It’s full of insightful and logical reasons why you should definitely not be subjected to this useless
ritual. Joy Ang and Stacy McAnulty really understand how dumb baths are, and have done a top-notch job of demonstrating why.
Complemented by vintage images and portraits of modern-day stars, a tribute to the Cardinals baseball franchise chronicles the team's history and accomplishments and profiles
such outstanding players as Dizzy Dean, Bob Gibson, Stan Musial, and Mark McGwire.
Tayto, the metric system, Aisling Bea, Luke ‘Ming’ Flanagan, Blindboy, Marian Keyes and we never get embarassed on the international stage by dodgy Royals – that’s just 7
of the 101 Reasons Why Ireland is Better than England. This tongue-in-cheek sweep across the two nations is aimed at Irish people, wherever they live, not to mention the 10
million English people who move over here after Brexit. With our neighbour losing its marbles, there has never been a better time to exact revenge for the two most despicable
things that England has ever inflicted on the Irish – Jacob Rees-Mogg and claiming Saoirse Ronan is British.
It’s time for a new take on the Cork vs Dublin rivalry. Cork is more kefir cocktails than Tanora these days; Dublin reckons it’s like Berlin because it has two intersecting tram
lines. This book takes a 21st century look at the two places, asking who’s got the better statues, food, airport, characters, pubs, views and more, answering Cork every time. The
second city gets a bit of a roasting too though. Because if there’s one thing worse than a Dub, it’s a Cork person who reckons he lives in paradise, boy.
Providing unique, accessible lessons on engineering, this title in the bestselling 101 Things I Learned® series is a perfect resource for students, recent graduates, general
readers, and even seasoned professionals. An experienced civil engineer presents the physics and fundamentals underlying the many fields of engineering. Far from a dry, nutsand-bolts exposition, 101 Things I Learned® in Engineering School uses real-world examples to show how the engineer's way of thinking can illuminate questions from the
simple to the profound: Why shouldn't soldiers march across a bridge? Why do buildings want to float and cars want to fly? What is the difference between thinking systemically
and thinking systematically? This informative resource will appeal to students, general readers, and even experienced engineers, who will discover within many provocative
insights into familiar principles.
The modern woman has enough hassles without having to put up with the antics of the man in her life. Why endure another day of snoring, football, and wet towels on the floor?
With this hilarious, fully illustrated guide, learn 101 reasons why you should dump your chump and hook up with a cat! So, besides the fact that your man's just not that into you,
can he scratch his ear with his foot? Is he adorable when he pounces off the fridge onto your shoulder? Do you get to watch him nudge another man aside and eat his food? And
can you improve his mood by tossing a fuzzy mousie for him to chase? Of course not. There; that's four reasons to dump him and get a cat instead! Plus, you never have to
remember how your cat takes his coffee. You don't need to pretend to your cat that you haven't had many other cats. And if your cat thinks your friends are hot, so what? For
every woman who's had enough of men, 101 Reasons to Dump Your Man and Get a Cat is the perfect gift—chock-full of humor, inspiration, and great advice. Why look for love in
all the wrong places when it's right across the room chasing its own tail?
Discover why the model-investment-firm-turned-household-word is the perfect investment--for virtually anyone Robert Miles is a successful entrepreneur, business owner, and
investor who believes that everyone can be a smarter investor regardless of background, education, and income. In fact Miles says that one investment is ideal for virtually
everyone to own--Berkshire-Hathaway. Miles has attended the annual shareholders meeting for years, has met Warren Buffett, and is considered a company "insider" and
Berkshire-Hathaway expert. In 101 Reasons to Own the World's Greatest Investment, Miles offers his insights into what makes Berkshire-Hathaway so profitable and why
shareholders get such value for owning the stock. Among his explanations: Berkshire-Hathaway is run sensibly and frugally by Buffett--there are no lavish corporate headquarters or extravagant spending by company executives. The company invests in companies it determines will produce steady profits for the shareholders rather than those
companies with a history of erratic performance. This accessible, well-researched look at the leading company's investment strategy has received an "unofficial" endorsement by
Buffett himself. Robert P. Miles (Tampa, FL) is an entrepreneur and owns a small business. He is a graduate of the University of Michigan Business School, has been an active
shareholder of Berkshire-Hathaway for a number of years, and is frequently asked to speak to other investor groups about Buffett.
A funny book about law and lawyers based on the 101 Reasons to Kill All the Lawyers blog.
"For all those finding it difficult: the sun will shine on you again and the clouds will go away. Remember that tomorrow will be a good day." Captain Sir Tom Moore captured the hearts of a nation, as he walked
100 laps of his garden to raise money for the NHS. Captain Sir Tom wished to celebrate many other inspirational stories from this uncertain time, and with his blessing, these one hundred stories make a book
of hope for the future. This is a book of gratitude for his inspiration, and a celebration of incredible everyday heroes from across the UK. These beautifully illustrated true stories of everyday heroes across the
nation is introduced by Captain Sir Tom Moore's daughter, Hannah Ingram-Moore. During the pandemic we have found hope in unexpected places, and these one hundred stories of hope - written by
Paralympian Danielle Brown MBE - show just how extraordinarily we can work together. We feature well-known stories such as Joe Wicks' family workouts, as well as equally astonishing stories of everyday
heroes, such as dancing binmen and fancy-dress postal workers, who brought joy to their neighbourhoods. These are stories of courage and community, of everyday kindness and perseverance. From the
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scientists racing to find a vaccine, to frontline workers putting themselves at risk, from clapping together to celebrate keyworkers, to breathing cleaner air, discover one hundred hopeful stories from an
uncertain time. With lively and engaging illustrations, these are stories that will help you hope that tomorrow will be a good day. Because hope starts with one small step . . . Inspired by, and with the blessing
of, one man and his walking frame, a £1 donation will be made to The Captain Tom Foundation for all hardback print sales in the UK and Ireland. The Captain Tom Foundation was created to inspire hope
where it is needed most: combating loneliness, helping those facing bereavement, and supporting hospices - and this book celebrates the spirit of this amazing achievement.
The Dallas Cowboys—“America’s Team”—shares the record for most Super Bowl appearances (8) with the Pittsburgh Steelers and recorded 20 consecutive winning seasons (1966–85), in which they only
missed the playoffs twice (1974 and 1984), an NFL record. From owner Jerry Jones to such coaches and players as Tom Landry, Jimmy Johnson, Roger Staubach, Troy Aikman, and Emmitt Smith, not to
mention those gorgeous cheerleaders, the Cowboys have brought unforgettable sportsmanship and Texas swagger to professional football.
David and Ron Green rev up their friendly inter-league (and sibling) rivalry once again with these newest additions to the 101 Reasons to Love roster. This season, the Green brothers take on two more of
baseballs oldest, most-storied, and best-loved big-city clubs: the Tigers and the Phils. Filled with action shots of todays star players and vintage photos of Hall of Famers like Ty Cobb, Mike Schmidt, Hank
Greenberg, and Grover Cleveland Alexander, the books follow each team from its beginnings right up through last year, nostalgically recalling the no-hitters and the blowouts, the dry spells and the
comebacks, the World Championships and the if-onlys. Somebody once said that the past is prologueand for Phillies and Tigers fans, these books are the best possible way of getting pumped for Opening
Day 09.
Did you know that the Queen likes to wake up to the sound of bagpipes? That her favourite flower is the primrose? Or that she has established a whole new dog breed, the dorgi, a cross between a corgi and
a dachshund? This book is a charming and witty paean to our longest-serving monarch; a collection of all the things that make Queen Elizabeth II a national treasure, from the profound impact she has had on
21st century politics, to her unshakeable sense of duty to her fabulous collection of headscarves. With beautiful illustrations and humorous observations, 101 Reasons Why We Love the Queen is a joyful
celebration of a monarch who will go down in history as one of the greatest of all time.
An expanded, updated version of Pam Rice's widely read pamphlet. "Without sentimentality or preaching, [Rice] provides a clear and thoughtful understanding of one of the most important choices a person
can make."--John Robbins, author of "Diet for a New America" and "The Food Revolution."
Singleness has somehow become a word that carries with it a negative connotation, as if being single means there is something wrong with you. Comments such as “she’s such a lovely girl, I wonder why
she hasn’t found a good man yet” are coupled with looks of pity and suggestions of how to meet someone. Well, I’m here to tell you that the negative connotation of singleness is BS. We learn faster,
discover ourselves more deeply, and are overall happier and more content with life when we are single than when we are in an unsuitable relationship with another human being. Over the past decade, I’ve
had four long-term relationships; none of which lasted. While I loved them, none of those men were the one. I believe that there is someone out there—that is, a man that will make my heart pound with
excitement and my hands clam up— and I will not settle for less than that. During this time, I have embraced my singleness. I’ve discovered various reasons why, contrary to popular belief, it is truly great to
be single. I am not lonely, I am not pining for affection, and I feel more alive than ever. I’m standing up for singleness, and I tell you, it feels great.
A bestselling author teams with a bestselling cartoonist in a book for all feminists with feline friends. Here is a hilarious confirmation of what women have suspected for years: you're better off with a cat than a
man. The perfect gift for Christmas, Valentine's Day, Mother's Day, or any day.
Fill in this journal gift for your son. Write a reason you love them on the top of the page, then write a letter, share a memory or explain why you choose that reason. Boxes included on each page for doodle or
drawing or sharing a quote. See preview for example page.Each page has a number from 1-101. Great gift for your son's birthday, just because or special occasion.8x10, 102 pages paperback journal.

Dr. I. M. Potent, who urges individuals to get out of bed and live, describes the reasons, positions, clothes, foods, and beverages for not having sex
First wattpad story published by Psicom Publishing Inc.
101 Reasons Gay (And All Sexual Sins) is Not Okay with God, is a fresh look at what God, the Creator had in mind for mankind. The 101 points are simple enough that youth and adults will
get a clear understanding of the warfare over gender today. The prophetic words throughout the manual are encouraging from Prophet Catherine Fontenot, the co-author. The purpose of this
manual is not to instill fear and hatred toward homosexuals or those being tempted or engaging in sexual sin. the language is not homophobic or degrading towards anyone. It has been
prepared with fasting and prayer to reach anyone that wants to be okay or in "right relationship" with God.
Humor writer Sue Langenberg has written a weekly humor column for more than ten years in various newspapers, often winning placement in HumorPress.com contests. In her book, "Hot
Flashes," she has compiled 101 timely examples that represent one goofy hag's take on life using wry and sometimes edgy humor. She never forgot anything in her Boomer life that made her
laugh, but rather stored it until the time was right. The stories begin as an ordinary observation of reality and rapidly turn into a wild ride full of laughs, all within some 600 words of wit that
strike a chord with young, old, teen and like-hags. There is something to laugh about for everyone in her musings.
A challenging foster dog inspires an experienced foster mama to explore where the endless stream of unwanted dogs is coming from—and how things could change. After nearly a year
struggling to find a home for a particular foster dog, Cara begins to wonder how the story ends—when will all the dogs be saved? Even after the one-hundredth foster dog passes through
Cara’s home, the stream of homeless dogs appears endless. Seized by the need to act, Cara grabs her best friend, fills a van with donations, and heads south to discover what is really
happening in the rural shelters where her foster dogs originate. What she discovers will break her heart and compel her to share the story of heroes and villains and plenty of good dogs, in the
hope of changing this world. From North Carolina where pit bulls fill the shelters and heart-worm rages to Tennessee where dogs are left forgotten in pounds and on to Alabama where unlikely
heroes fight in a state that has largely forsaken its responsibilities to its animals, Cara meets the people working on the front lines in this national crisis of unwanted animals. The dogs, the
people and their inspiring stories draw her south again and again in search of answers and maybe a dog of her own. One Hundred Dogs and Counting will introduce the reader to many
wonderful dogs—from sweet Oreo to quirky Flannery—but also to inspirational people sacrificing personal lives and fortunes to save deserving animals. Join Cara on the rescue road as she
follows her heart into the places where too many dogs are forgotten and discovers glimmers of hope that the day is coming when every dog will have a home.
Fresh starts, hope, and happily ever afters?Nurse Sage Nichols life changed when she lost her favorite patient and inherited a bed and breakfast in a town she didn't know existed. She
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traveled to Aspen Cove intent to sell so she could hurry back to her life in Denver. Little did she know, she was about to find everything she ever needed in the tiny mountain town with a big
heart. Sage found herself in a place where caring for your neighbor was a way of life. In her case, that happened to be surly Cannon Bishop, the man of her dreams.Cannon Bishop was a man
who learned long ago that hope was a dangerous thing. Closed off from the world after a family tragedy, Cannon lived a lonely life as the owner of Aspen Cove's only bar and son to the town
drunk. When Sage Nichols breezed into town, she offered the possibility of more if he'd only open his heart. Cannon's protective walls tumble and suddenly a brighter future of healing, hope,
and peace was possible?if only Sage would stay.
The real world of law enforcement often bears little similarity to the action-packed police dramas depicted on television and in the movies. Many people who are drawn into a career in law
enforcement have little knowledge about the trials and tribulations faced by police officers in contemporary society. Author James Warner offers an objective point of view on this crisis in his
insightful book 101 Reasons Why You Should Not Become A Cop.With a diverse background including over nineteen years of experience as a police officer, traffic officer, police supervisor,
and field-training supervisor, Warner delivers an honest portrayal of the negative aspects of law enforcement. He has spent numerous years collecting true-life experiences from present and
retired officers-and from ex-police officers who resigned from the force. Some of the stories include: The Heavy Badge Syndrome Injuries on the Job The Quasi-Military Nature of Law
Enforcement Marriage Is a Hobby 101 Reasons Why Not To Become A Cop is a valuable resource for anyone considering a career in law enforcement, as well as a source of humor and
comfort for veteran officers.
101 Reasons for a Citizen’s Income offers a short, accessible introduction to the debate on a Citizen’s Income, showing how a universal, unconditional income for every citizen would solve
problems facing the UK’s benefits system, tackle poverty, and improve social cohesion and economic efficiency. For anyone new to the subject, or who wants to introduce friends, colleagues
or relatives to the idea, 101 Reasons for a Citizen’s Income is the book to open up debate around the topic. Drawing on arguments detailed in Money for everyone (Policy Press, 2013), it
offers a convincing case for a Citizen’s Income and a much needed resource for all interested in the future of welfare in the UK.
Talk about a grand slam. With nearly 100,000 copies in print, the previous books in David and Ron Greens 101 Reasons to Love series have hit the ball right out of the park. Now Ron and Dave extend the
home-run streak, bringing their offbeat humor, insiders grasp of baseball fact and legend, and good-natured rivalryas brothers and as fansto new books about two of the National Leagues all-time greatest
teams. Pairing the Los Angeles Dodgers and the San Francisco Giants is a natural. After all, both clubs were born in New York City, and both moved to the West Coast in 1958. Both teams have lost the
World Series exactly 12 times. And concessionaires at both teams ballparks have made important contributions to that staple of baseball cuisinethe hot dog. The glorious wins and the ignominious losses. The
breathtaking hits, astounding catches, inexcusable errors. Whether youre cheering the Dodgers or jeering the Giantsor vice versayou gotta love em. And, together, these books give you 202 reasons for doing
so.
Discover the Secret (and Terrifying) Reasons that Prevent Most Men from Getting Married The men you know, love, and work with are vastly different creatures than the ones your mother and grandmother
had to deal with. The world their fathers and grandfathers grew up in is quite different from the one that exists today. Because of this, their issues and hang-ups when it comes to commitment have evolved,
and for a lot of guys, the idea of marriage stirs up A LOT of negative emotions. How to Understand Men and What They Desperately Want (and Want to Avoid) When it Comes to Marriage There could be
tons of reasons why he won't marry you, and even more reasons why he'd never tell you (if he knew). This book focuses on the most common and most interesting issues that cause men to suffer in silence.
The one-hundred and one points within will help you to understand the various fears, doubts, and insecurities that hogtie men when it comes to making the leap from boyfriend to husband (or even from
casual dater to boyfriend). Here's what you're going to learn inside: What men secretly want when it comes to marriage and long-term commitment. How to be a good girlfriend and help him see you as "The
ONE" by avoiding a few crucial relationship mistakes women often make with men. Why men marry and what makes a man go from being a "Commitment Coward" to a "Hopeful Husband." How to make him
commit to you and overcome his resistance by appealing to his DEEPEST relationship needs. How to get him to propose to you by helping him conquer his BIGGEST fears when it comes to
marriage...especially if he's young. The counterproductive female behaviors that cause a man to run in the opposite direction and FORCE him to keep you waiting FOREVER for a marriage proposal. The ugly
truth about why he won't marry you (yet), no matter how much you try to act like his wife. And much, much more... Would You Like to Know More? Get started right away and discover why men marry and
how to become the girl that finally gets the ring. Scroll to the top of the page and select the 'buy button' now.
101 Reasons Why I Love You! is comprised of unique and creative reasons why someone falls truly in love with one another. The reasons contained in this book would be suitable for any true and loving
relationship.
The PAWSOME abounds when you're owned by a cat! Newspapers may be full of doom-and-gloom headlines, but the lucky people who live with cats get to be happy each and every day. Then again, if you
live with cats you probably don't see those terrifying headlines, anyway (because your cat won't get off the paper long enough for you to read it), and that's sort of the point. Cats make the very best
companions for hundreds of reasons, including: *Cats are nature's comedians *Cats shower you with surprise gifts *Cats never abandon you during the tough times *Cats help you make the bed *Cats don't
make you feel bad when you leave, but they're psyched when you get home *Dat ass (cat butts are THE BEST!) *Cats make us better humans Heartwarming, hilarious, and written by Gwen
Cooper--bestselling author of Homer's Odyssey: A Fearless Feline Tale, My Life in a Cat House, and Spray Anything, among numerous other cat-centric titles--The Book of Pawsome is a touching and raspytongue-in-cheek reminder that, even in a world gone mad, cat lovers always have plenty to smile about.
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “One of the most important books I’ve ever read—an indispensable guide to thinking clearly about the world.” – Bill Gates “Hans Rosling tells the story of ‘the
secret silent miracle of human progress’ as only he can. But Factfulness does much more than that. It also explains why progress is so often secret and silent and teaches readers how to see it clearly.”
—Melinda Gates "Factfulness by Hans Rosling, an outstanding international public health expert, is a hopeful book about the potential for human progress when we work off facts rather than our inherent
biases." - Former U.S. President Barack Obama Factfulness: The stress-reducing habit of only carrying opinions for which you have strong supporting facts. When asked simple questions about global
trends—what percentage of the world’s population live in poverty; why the world’s population is increasing; how many girls finish school—we systematically get the answers wrong. So wrong that a
chimpanzee choosing answers at random will consistently outguess teachers, journalists, Nobel laureates, and investment bankers. In Factfulness, Professor of International Health and global TED
phenomenon Hans Rosling, together with his two long-time collaborators, Anna and Ola, offers a radical new explanation of why this happens. They reveal the ten instincts that distort our perspective—from
our tendency to divide the world into two camps (usually some version of us and them) to the way we consume media (where fear rules) to how we perceive progress (believing that most things are getting
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worse). Our problem is that we don’t know what we don’t know, and even our guesses are informed by unconscious and predictable biases. It turns out that the world, for all its imperfections, is in a much
better state than we might think. That doesn’t mean there aren’t real concerns. But when we worry about everything all the time instead of embracing a worldview based on facts, we can lose our ability to
focus on the things that threaten us most. Inspiring and revelatory, filled with lively anecdotes and moving stories, Factfulness is an urgent and essential book that will change the way you see the world and
empower you to respond to the crises and opportunities of the future. --- “This book is my last battle in my life-long mission to fight devastating ignorance...Previously I armed myself with huge data sets, eyeopening software, an energetic learning style and a Swedish bayonet for sword-swallowing. It wasn’t enough. But I hope this book will be.” Hans Rosling, February 2017.
The Green Bay Packers are the last of the small-town teams that were once common in the NFL. The Pack and their fans, the devoted Cheeseheads, have won 13 league championships (more than any
other team in the NFL), including 9 NFL championships prior to the Super Bowl era and 4 Super Bowl victories. Their stellar roster—Bart Starr, Ray Nitschke, Paul Hornung, Brett Favre, Aaron Rodgers, and of
course, legendary coach Vince Lombardi—are all here, making history on the “frozen tundra” of Lambeau Field.
Now in paperback the perfect gift for someone who is Italian. The real beauty of the book is in its prose as the authors' genuine love of the Italian culture comes through in the poetry of the written word.
"Does God Exist?" – the age old question that has occupied humankind ever since the concept of God was conjured up. There are several atheist books currently on the shelves that tackle this question but
this book differs by presenting 101 short and concise standalone arguments against God’s existence. The Reasons make for thought provoking and compelling reading. An ideal book to dip into at random,
“101 Reasons Why God Does Not Exist” is essential reading for negating the irrational and illogical dogma of religion. This book consists of 101 Reasons why BigG doesn't exist. These range from Reason 1.
"All Knowledgeable" with intermediate reasons such as 18. “Live A Life Of Fear”, 19. “Fondness For Beetles And Water”, 92. “Fanatic Literalism” and concluding with Reason 101. "Doublethink".

The exodus of the New York Giants and the Brooklyn Dodgers to the west after the 1957 season left a gaping hole in the fabric of the New York sports community. In 1962, the
New York Mets stepped in to fill the void – an impossible task for any expansion team, but especially for this band of lovable losers in a city spoiled by the success of the New
York Yankees. Led by the inimitable Casey Stengel, the ’62 Mets set the mark for futility in major league baseball, winning a mere 40 games while losing 120. It didn’t get much
better in the ensuing years – until 1969. It was then that the Miracle Mets, just two years removed from losing 101 games, shocked the world, defeating the powerhouse Baltimore
Orioles in the World Series, 4 games to 1. Seventeen years later, the bad boys of ’86 pulled off one of the most remarkable comebacks in sports history when they defeated the
cursed Boston Red Sox to win the Mets’ second world championship. And in 2000, the Amazin’ Mets fought their way into a Subway Series showdown with the crosstown rival
Yankees. Along the way, throughout the ups and downs, the cast of characters, both Hall of Famers and underachievers, has rarely failed to entertain. Through vintage and
modern photos, baseball cards, memorable stories, and sports trivia,101 Reasons to Love the Metscelebrates this one-of-a-kind team.
"Heartbreaking yet hopeful, this astute exploration of the bonds and limitations of family is a perfect book club pick.” – New York Times bestselling author Joshilyn Jackson A
Most Anticipated by Goodreads * SheReads * E! News * Frolic Jessica Strawser's A Million Reasons Why is "a fascinating foray into the questions we are most afraid to ask"
(Jodi Picoult, #1 New York Times bestselling author)--the story of two women who discover a bond between them that will change both their lives forever. When two strangers
are linked by a mail-in DNA test, it’s an answered prayer—that is, for one half sister. For the other, it will dismantle everything she knows to be true. But as they step into the
unfamiliar realm of sisterhood, the roles will reverse in ways no one could have foreseen. Caroline lives a full, happy life—thriving career, three feisty children, enviable marriage,
and a close-knit extended family. She couldn’t have scripted it better. Except for one thing: She’s about to discover her fundamental beliefs about them all are wrong. Sela lives
a life in shades of gray, suffering from irreversible kidney failure. Her marriage crumbled in the wake of her illness. Her beloved mother, always her closest friend, unexpectedly
passed away. She refuses to be defined by her grief, but still, she worries what will happen to her two-year-old son if she doesn’t find a donor match in time. She’s the only one
who knows Caroline is her half sister and may also be her best hope for a future. But Sela’s world isn’t as clear-cut as it appears—and one misstep could destroy it all. "A thrilling
story of what happens when a long-held family secret comes to light...[Strawser] shows that no one is ever truly a villain or a hero, but instead, we are all a beautiful and messy
mix of both." - Associated Press review
Order THE COMFORT BOOK. Available now! THE NUMBER ONE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO FEEL TRULY ALIVE? Aged 24, Matt Haig's
world caved in. He could see no way to go on living. This is the true story of how he came through crisis, triumphed over an illness that almost destroyed him and learned to live
again. A moving, funny and joyous exploration of how to live better, love better and feel more alive, Reasons to Stay Alive is more than a memoir. It is a book about making the
most of your time on earth. 'I wrote this book because the oldest clichés remain the truest. Time heals. The bottom of the valley never provides the clearest view. The tunnel does
have light at the end of it, even if we haven't been able to see it . . . Words, just sometimes, really can set you free.'
"The Episcopal Church is a secret too well kept," says compiler Louie Crew. "Many are starved for what we experience daily and too easily take for granted." With these words,
Crew invited thousands of people online to participate in creating a list of reasons to be Episcopalian. Portions of that list, and many additional contributions, fill this charming,
pocket-sized celebration of the Episcopal Church. These 101 thoughtful, poignant, and sometimes humorous responses not only entertain but also teach about the Church's gifts.
From the beauty of its prayer and liturgy to its inclusiveness and its reliance on Scripture, tradition, and reason in balance with one another, there is much to celebrate in the
Anglican/Episcopal tradition. 101 Reasons to be Episcopalian makes the perfect gift for confirmands, newcomers, and anyone interested in dialogue about why we are
Episcopalians. Louie Crew is a member of the Executive Council of the Episcopal Church, an Episcopal Communicator, and the manager of several large e-mail lists for the
Church. He is also a professor emeritus at Rutgers University, and he lives in East Orange, New Jersey.
Have you ever stopped during life's journey to ask yourself the ultimate question, "Why am I here?" Your existence serves a greater purpose, but you will never reach your final
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destination until you recognise your reason for living. 101 Reasons to Live is an interactive journal delivering inspirational quotes designed to help you find greater purpose in
your everyday living. Despite life's challenges and obstacles, God gives us a reason to live. Discover your reasons to live.
101 Reasons Why it’s Better to be a Guy! Let’s face it- men and women are different, and the differences can be quite funny. This book is all about looking at the humorous side
of our lives as we interact with the opposite sex. Men will enjoy this book for what it is... entertaining bathroom reading. For you ladies, we love you and couldn’t live without you,
but we do appreciate the subtle and not so subtle benefits to being men. All we can hope is that you smile along with us as we celebrate the advantages of being a man in a
number of important areas of life including Dating & Sex, Marriage, Parenting, Growing Old, Fashion, Personal Hygiene and the Business World.
A young boy who thinks baths are dumb, dangerous, and a complete waste of time changes his mind after finally getting into the tub with his toy boat.
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